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Ladies and Gentlemen 

 

Good afternoon. 

 

I am pleased to be here with you at today’s event. Today’s discussion on whether social 

cohesion is just lip service for us is an important one.  

 

As Singaporeans, we are frequently told about the importance of respecting the cultural 

differences that exist among us. Our teachers remind us of that in school, our parents do the 

same, and so do our national and community leaders. We know that racial harmony is 

important and that it is important to preserve it. If we do not, we know what could happen is 

that history might repeat itself, like the 1960s racial riots in Singapore.  

 

We know all these, yet how many of us actually believe it? And, how many of us make the 

effort to ensure our racial ties remain strong? 

 

We need to ask ourselves what social cohesion means to us. Is it just something that we think 

is important, but do not know why? Or is it something that we talk about but we don’t actually 

think it’s a big deal? Further the challenges we face now go beyond racial fault lines but into 

nationality and economic class divides. All of these impact the fabric of our society. 

 

Recent events have shown that social cohesion is still a work-in-progress. Social cohesion 

refers to not just relationships between racial groups, but relationships between all 

Singaporeans.  



 

A key factor of social cohesion is respect. Respect for the differences that exist among us. And 

respect for each other as human beings co-existing in a country that we love.  

 

Just last year, social media was abuzz with news that a Muslim girl had her headscarf pulled 

off her head.  Although the motivation was unclear, one might conclude that the person is 

against Muslims.  This is certainly not surprising, given the state of world affairs right now. ISIS 

is giving a completely inaccurate picture of the religion they claim to be defending. The 

viciousness with which they carry out their attacks is enough to provoke someone to take out 

their anger on a Muslim.  

 

Look through your Facebook wall and you’ll see many posts criticising those from other 

communities, like foreigners, for example. Several years ago, a dispute between a 

Singaporean Indian family and an immigrant Chinese family about the former’s curry cooking 

sparked an outcry among Singaporeans. The situation escalated quickly and the “us versus 

them” mentality reared its ugly head. Thankfully, both families settled the matter after 

mediation.  

 

Both examples show how important social cohesion is in a multicultural country like Singapore. 

Without a commitment to maintain harmony among Singaporeans, such scenarios could 

potentially be an everyday affair.   

 

This is why this discussion is kickstarted by Unify.sg Initiative formed by a few like-minded 

individuals from various entities like Young AMP, Legal Matters, Majulah Community, The 

Green Apple Project and others. It is supported by the National Youth Council and AMP. At 

the Association of Muslim Professionals, we regularly hold inter-faith and inter-racial events to 

promote understanding among different communities. Regular interfaith dialogues are 

organised by our research subsidiary, the Centre for Research on Islamic and Malay Affairs, 

while our youth wing, Young AMP, holds the Fast-a-Thon annually, where youths of different 

faiths come together and fast for a day during Ramadan. We also frequently participate in 

racial harmony events organised by our partners, such as the Orange Ribbon Run conducted 

by OnePeople.sg every year. 

 

Today’s event is yet another effort supported by AMP and NYC but championed by Unify.sg 

Initiative, together with a group of like-minded individuals from the community, to promote 

social cohesion and understanding among the different communities in Singapore. Although 



some of the issues we will raise today may be provocative, I hope that the event will give you 

the opportunity to have a constructive and meaningful discussion on them and ultimately, give 

you a better understanding of each other. As I stated earlier, the key to cohesion is respect 

first. Let us be respectful of each other's views and embrace the diversity in perspectives. 

Lastly I would like to thank NYC on behalf of the members behind Unify.sg Initiative for this 

opportunity and all the support.  

 

This leaves me to wish you a good discussion and thank you for spending your Saturday 

afternoon with us. We hope it will be a fruitful session for you. 

 

Thank you. 


